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Sensitivity of Shipborne GNSS Troposphere
Retrieval to Processing Parameters

Aurélie Panetier , Pierre Bosser, and Ali Khenchaf

Abstract

Water vapor is a key variable in meteorology and climate studies. Since the late 90s,
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) estimates from ground antennas are commonly
used for its description. Indeed, propagation delays are due to the transit of the signal
through the atmosphere. The correction of these delays is a crucial step that is needed
for the precise GNSS positioning. Integrated Water Vapor (IWV) contents are derived
from these delays and are used to describe the distribution of water vapour in the
atmosphere.

However, severe meteorological phenomena often originate over the oceans and could
strongly affect coastal regions. These phenomena are less well described or forecasted
because of the small number of observations available in these regions. In this context,
the potential of shipborne GNSS measurements has already been highlighted.

This work aims at investigating the impact of some GNSS processing parameters on IWV
retrieval from a shipborne antenna in PPP mode. The studied parameters are cutoff angle,
random walk of the estimated delays, and observation weighting. Data were collected for
2 months in 2018 by the GNSS antenna of a vessel operating in the Bay of Brest, France.
The impact of the parameters is assessed by comparing the shipborne GNSS-derived IWV
to the IWV estimated from a close GNSS ground station, and those computed by the ERA5
reanalysis and operational radiosonde profiles from the nearest Météo-France station. The
most satisfying parameterization is shown to have Root Mean Squared (RMS) differences
of 0.5 kgm�2, 0.9 kgm�2, and 1.2 kgm�2 compared to GNSS ground station, ERA5,
and radiosonde respectively. These conclusive results are also confirmed by comparing
the GNSS height estimates to the measurements from the Brest tide gauge, with an RMS
difference of 4.9 cm.
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1 Introduction

Severe meteorological phenomena often originate in the
ocean and can strongly affect coastal regions. In order to be
able to secure the coastal regions, atmospheric monitoring
is required in these areas. The role played by water vapor
in atmosphere dynamics is crucial (Bengtsson 2010); its
observation is essential but difficult to achieve over the
oceans. Indeed, water vapor measurements generally consist
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of surface measurements from ships and buoys (Smith et al.
2019). The water vapor column above the oceans can also be
retrieved by satellite radiometers, but this technique provides
a low spatial and temporal resolution (Kealy et al. 2012).

Since the late 90s, several studies have highlighted the
contribution of GNSS measurements from ground antennas
in the retrieval of Integrated Water Vapor (IWV) (Bevis et al.
1992; Haase et al. 2003; Bosser et al. 2010; Bock et al. 2013;
Mahfouf et al. 2015). Indeed, the GNSS signal propagation
through the troposphere is affected by water vapor. The
induced propagation delay is computed in the form of the
Zenith Total Delay (ZTD). The ZTD is composed of two
parts. First, the Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD), which can
be easily computed from the atmospheric pressure at the
antenna height. Secondly, the Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD),
which is highly variable and has to be estimated in the
GNSS analysis (Boehm and Schuh 2013). Then, the IWV
can be derived from the ZWD (Bevis et al. 1992). This
kind of IWV retrieval is mainly restricted to land areas with
ground GNSS antennas. However, shipborne GNSS IWV
retrieval could be of great interest to contribute to water
vapor description above the oceans. Some recent studies
have already conducted shipborne GNSS IWV retrievals
(Wang et al. 2019; Bosser et al. 2021; Mannel et al. 2021).
They show an agreement with conventionallymeasured IWV
between 1 and 3 kgm�2 (Bock et al. 2016; Ning et al.
2016). These differences are due to the uncertainties in the
GNSS measurement, as well as processing parameters that
are chosen into the modelling used for the analysis of the
GNSS raw data.

The quality of GNSS IWV retrieval could be affected
by multipath, consisting of the reflection of GNSS signal,
and the high correlation between the ZWD and the height
estimates during the analysis (Elosegui et al. 1995), particu-
larly in kinematic mode where both of them are estimated
at every epoch. Some analysis parameters could be tuned
in order to mitigate these effects. A high cut-off angle on
satellite elevation will reduce the multipath effect; a low
value will help to decorrelate ZWD and height estimates.
An elevation dependent weighting of observations will also
permit to mitigate the multipath. Finally, a suitable choice
of the random walk on the ZWD will help the algorithm to
decorrelate height and ZWD estimates as well. This study
aims at investigating the impact of these GNSS processing
parameters on the IWV retrieval from a shipborne GNSS
antenna. Here we processed only GPS raw data acquired on
the French survey vessel Panopée. It was operating in the Bay
of Brest during 49 days between March, 30th and May, 17th
of 2018.

The datasets used in this study and the data processing
will be detailed in Sect. 2. The Sect. 3 will present the results
of the height and IWV retrieval from the shipborne GNSS
antenna, and their comparison to other water vapor datasets
described in Sect. 2. Finally, Sect. 4 will draw conclusions
regarding the identification of a configuration that stands out

Fig. 1 Panopée antenna

from the rest of the tested parameters, and will highlight the
perspectives.

2 Data

2.1 Shipborne Antenna Dataset

The GNSS antenna PANO is onboard the French survey
vessel Panopée operating in the Bay of Brest. The antenna
is mounted on a pole located on the echosounder well at the
back of the vessel, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

This location was chosen in order to reduce the multipath
effects that could affect the antenna, due to the vessel
structure. The chosen dataset has a length of 49 days from
day 89 to day 137 of year 2018 (March, 30th to May, 17th).
During this period, the vessel Panopée was operating in the
Brest harbor for hydrographic purposes. It was docked more
than 90% of the time, leaving for at most a couple of hours
straight.

The Gipsy-Oasis II v. 6.4 software (hereafter GIPSY)
developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the
National Aeronautics and Spatial Agency (NASA), is used
to process the PANO dataset (Zumberge et al. 1997). GNSS
constellations other than GPS are not supported by GIPSY

for kinematic PPP processing with ambiguity resolution
(Bertiger et al. 2010), only the GPS data are studied here. The
data are processed with a time resolution of 30 s with high-
resolution final clocks and orbit products from JPL. To avoid
edge effects, it was processed in a 30 h window centered on
each day from which the 00–24 h parameters were extracted.
The International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS) conventions for solid Earth tides were applied
(Petit and Luzum 2010). The Finite Element Solution tide
model FES2004 (Lyard et al. 2006) was also applied for
ocean tide loading effects, using the coefficients computed by
the ocean tide loading provider.1 The a priori values for ZHD
and ZWD, and the coefficients for the mapping functions
were extracted from the Technische Universität Wien (TU
Wien) VMF database.2 Three different values, detailed in

1Machiel Simon Bos and Hans-Georg Scherneck,
http://holt.oso.chalmers.se/loading/, last access: 07/09/2021.
2https://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/, last access: 07/09/2021.
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Table 1 Values used for each of the three tested processing parame-
ters. The sin and

p
sin weighting functions of the satellite elevation are

applied on the phase observations with a 10 mm uncertainty

Cut-off Random walk Weighting
3ı 3 mmh�1=2 uniform
7ı 5 mmh�1=2 sin
10ı 10 mmh�1=2

p
sin

Table 1, are tested for each of the three following tested
parameters:
• cut-off angle of the satellite elevation, for decreasing the

multipath effect and the correlation between ZTD and
antenna height estimates;

• random walk on the ZWD modeling, for constraining the
ZWD variations to decorrelate ZTD and antenna height
estimation;

• satellite elevation weighting on a 10 mm uncertainty
for phase observations, for limiting the multipath effect
impacting the signal.
The method used to derive the IWV from the ZTD is fully

described in Bosser et al. (2021). The IWV is computed from
the ZWD with a semi-empirical function using the mean
temperature of the air column above the antenna (Bevis et
al. 1992). The values for mean temperature were extracted
from the TU Wien database.3 To estimate the wet part, the
hydrostatic part must be first computed thanks to the pressure
at the antenna height. To that end, the mean sea level pres-
sure retrieved from the European Center for Medium-range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) fifth ReAnalysis ERA5 is used
to compute the ZHD at the mean sea level height according
to the Saastamoinen formula (Saastamoinen 1972). The ZHD
value is then adjusted with the height difference between the
mean sea level and the antenna.

2.2 Comparison Datasets

Reference Ground Based GNSS Antenna As the vessel
Panopée is evolving in the harbor of Brest, it is located
close to the Brest ground reference antenna BRST (operated
by IGN4), with a distance smaller than 10 km. A cut-off
angle of 7ı with a uniform weighting on phase elevation
of 10 mm, and a random walk on the ZWD of 5 kgm�2

are used to process the BRST data. To stay consistent with
the PANO processing, the time resolution is 30 s with high-
resolution final satellite products in the GIPSY settings. As
BRST is a ground reference station, the data is processed in
static PPP mode, in contrast with the kinematic mode used
for processing the moving PANO antenna. This processing

3https://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/, last access: 07/09/2021.
4http://rgp.ign.fr/STATIONS/#BRST, last access : 07/09/2021.

strategy has already been applied in many studies (Bock et
al. 2016, 2021; Bosser and Bock 2021) and has therefore
already been validated.

Penfeld Tide Gauge The harbor of Brest houses the Penfeld
digital tide gauge operated by the Shom.5 It provides a
reference set of data to qualify the calculation of the PANO

antenna height by comparison. It will then be used in order to
assess the proper estimation of height and ZTD in the GNSS
analysis despite of their strong correlation.

The tide gaugemeasurement has a 10-min time resolution.
Consequently, to compare the PANO height to the tide gauge,
we will use the nearest time method. This method consists of
taking the PANO height value of the closest time to each tide
gauge measurement time.

ERA5 Reanalysis The ERA5 reanalysis provided by Co-
pernicus of the ECMWF delivers hourly atmospheric pa-
rameters on a 0.25-degree grid all over the Earth (Hersbach
et al. 2020). A reanalysis of the water column is directly
provided by ERA5 through the so called TCWV product.
An extrapolation of the ERA5 value at the location and the
height of the PANO antenna is made (Bock et al. 2005) and
their IWV are compared by matching the times.

Radiosonde of Guipavas Météo-France has a radiosonde
station in Brest-Guipavas (less than 20 km from Brest har-
bor). The sonde data were retrieved from the University of
Wyoming sounding archive.6 The dataset is composed of
twice-daily launched sondes measuring the water column in
the troposphere.

IWV values are computed by the integration of humidity
profiles as proposed in Bock et al. (2021). The radiosonde
IWV value is extrapolated to the PANO antenna height as
in Bock et al. (2005). Then, the radiosonde IWV is also
compared to the PANO IWV by matching the times.

3 Qualification of the PANO Results

3.1 Antenna Height

First, the PANO height is assessed by comparison to the Brest
tide gauge in order to qualify the impact of the choice of
the parameterization on the height estimation of the antenna.
The vertical lever arm of the shipborne antenna is known
with a 1–2 cm accuracy due to the loading of the vessel.
The RMS of the difference, varying from 4.9 cm to 6.0 cm
depending on the configurations, might be impacted by this
incertainty and should not be used to compare the height

5http://dx.doi.org/10.17183/REFMAR.
6http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html, last access:
07/09/2021.

https://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/
http://rgp.ign.fr/STATIONS/#BRST
http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html
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Fig. 2 Decrease of STD with respect to the worst STD for the PANO

height comparison to the Brest tide gauge (left plot) and decrease of
RMS with respect to the worst RMS for the PANO IWV comparison to

the ground station BRST IWV (right plot). The highest peaks represent
the best configuration as the RMS error or the STD is improved, as the
lowest of all the parameterizations

of the PANO antenna with the tide gauge. Therefore, the
standard deviations (STD) of the differences are computed
for each treatment. The provided STD of the difference in
the most unfavorable case is of 4.2 cm. This applies to
the configuration of 10ı cut-off angle, uniform weighting
function of the elevation, and 10 mmh�1=2 random walk on
ZWD. Considering the uncertainty of the vertical lever arm, a
STD higher than 4.0 cm is considered to be deteriorating the
height estimate. Then, the contribution of each configuration
is assessed by computing the decreases of STD with respect
to the worst STD value of 4.2 cm. The resulting percentages
are shown in Fig. 2 (left).

One can observe here that when parameterizing the PPP
processing of the PANO antennawith the sine weighting func-
tion (SIN), the STD increases in all configurations. It could be
preferred to not use this weighting function, although it gives
better results than the uniform function (CST) only in the case
of a 10 mmh�1=2 random walk on the ZWD and 10ı cut-off
angle. On the other side, the square-root of a sine weighting
function (SQRTSIN) gives significantly better results on all
configurations, and thereby should be favored. A choice of a
10 mmh�1=2 random walk on the ZWD systematically gives
a worse STD on the difference between PANO and Brest
tide gauge than the lower random walk values. Indeed, the
decrease of STD compared to the worst resulting STD of
the study is mostly lower of 5%, and until 10%, than when
using a random walk of 3 mmh�1=2 or 5 mmh�1=2. These
two random walk parameters are decreasing the STD of 10
to 14% compared to the worst STD.

With a 10ı cut-off angle, the STD of the difference is high
in most cases, except when applying a 3 mmh�1=2 random
walk on ZWD. However, this case does not provide a STD
as good as the best parameterization that results in a STD
of 3.6 cm. Then, the parameter 3 mmh�1=2 random walk on
ZWD might also be left out when used with both previous
ones: 10 mmh�1=2 random walk on the ZWD and 10ı cut-
off angle.

The three parameters 10ı cut-off angle, 10 mmh�1=2

random walk on the ZWD and sine weighting function,

provide a STD of the height difference at most 12% better
than the worst STD of the difference on height between PANO

and the Brest tide gauge. On the contrary, using the other
parameters always provide a STD of the height difference at
least 12% better than the worst case.

Finally, three parameterizations seem to provide a better
height estimation. Indeed, it appears that by favoring the
square-root of a sine weighting function, both 3 mmh�1=2

and 5mmh�1=2 randomwalk on the ZWD are giving relevant
results with a 3ı cut-off angle. Both random walk values are
still relevant with a 7ı cut-off angle, even if here the choice
of 5 mmh�1=2 random walk on the ZWD gives a slightly
poorer result with �12% of STD of the height difference
against �14% in the three other configurations, compared to
the worst case. These couples of parameters must be chosen
according to the situation as they give really similar results.

3.2 Comparison Between PANO and BRST

IWV

The shipborne GNSS IWV are compared to the ground
GNSS IWV from BRST station. For each configuration, the
Root Mean Squared error (RMS) on the difference between
the IWV of stations PANO and BRST is computed, as well as
the RMS on the difference between the height of the station
PANO corrected from the air draft of the vessel, and the tide
gauge.

The resulting bias on the IWV is between 0.03 kgm�2

in the best case and 0.51 kgm�2 in the worst situation, and
the STD is between 0.52 kgm�2 and 0.99 kgm�2. Although
these results are already good regarding to the expectations
of 2 kgm�2, the purpose of the study is to settle whether
a parameterization is better than the others. To this end,
statistical tests have been purchased, showing that the biases
and the variances are significantly different between each
processing configuration. The contribution of each configu-
ration is assessed by computing the decreases of RMS with
respect to the worst RMS value of 1.01 kgm�2. The resulting
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percentages are shown in Fig. 2 (right). Actually, the IWV
estimation is improved when the height is well estimated in
the PPP processing. This was expected because of the strong
correlation of ZWD and height estimates in the analysis.

On the one hand, the best resulting RMS on the difference
of the IWV is of 0.53 kgm�2. It was obtained with a
configuration of 3ı of cut-off angle, square-root of a sine
weighting function of the elevation of the satellites, and
3 mmh�1=2 random walk on the ZWD. A RMS higher of
maximum 0.15 kgm�2 than this best parameterization is a
lowly significant change. The parameters used to provide
such a satisfying RMS on the difference of the IWV are
chosen among the following:
• cut-off angle of 3ı or 7ı;
• uniform or square-root of a sine weighting function;
• random walk on the ZTD of 3 or 5 mmh�1=2.

On the contrary, the worst resulting RMS is of
1.01 kgm�2, with a configuration of 10ı cut-off angle, uni-
form weighting function of the elevation, and 10 mmh�1=2

random walk on the ZWD. Figure 2 shows that choosing the
sine function for the elevation weighting or 10ı of cut-off
angle systematically degrades the RMS on the differences
of the IWV as well as the differences of the height. The
10 mmh�1=2 of random walk on the ZWD does not give
suitable results either on the RMS of the IWV and the
height, except when the chosen cut-off angle is 3ı and the
weighting function is square-root of a sine.

Moreover, by choosing one of these parameters (10ı cut-
off angle, 10 mmh�1=2 random walk on the ZWD and sine
weighting function), the RMS on the difference of the IWV
higher of 0.15 kgm�2 than the best RMS on the difference
of IWV between PANO and BRST. This is significantly higher

than the best resulting RMS of 0,53 kgm�2 with respect to
the other configurations introduced above. These parameters
are therefore to be avoided to process ZWD from shipborne
GNSS antennas.

Finally, three parameterizations seem to provide a glob-
ally better water vapor column estimation by shipborne
GNSS PANO with respect to ground GNSS station BRST. In-
deed, it appears that by favoring square-root of a sine weight-
ing function as for the height estimation, both 3 mmh�1=2

(�48% of RMS) and 5 mmh�1=2 (�45% of RMS) random
walk on the ZWD are giving relevant results with a 3ı
cut-off angle. Both random walk values are still relevant
with a 7ı cut-off angle, even if the choice of 3 mmh�1=2

random walk on the ZWD gives a better result with an
improvement of 45% of RMS here. As previously, these
couples of parameters give really similar results, so they can
be chosen according to the situation.

3.3 Comparison of PANO IWVwith ERA5
Reanalysis and Radiosonde

The best computed IWV after Sect. 3.2 is the parame-
terization 3ı cut-off angle, square-root of a sine function
for elevation weighting, and 3 mmh�1=2 random walk on
the ZWD. The corresponding IWV dataset is compared to
the ERA5 reanalysis and the radiosonde of Brest-Guipavas.
Superimposing these timeseries with the BRST one provides
the top chart in Fig. 3.

This graph reveals a succession of wet (more than
20 kgm�2) and dry (less than 10 kgm�2) episodes for
the region. These events are well described by the different

Fig. 3 Timeseries of the different IWV datasets (top) and differences between the PANO configuration giving the best RMS, and each reference
(bottom). Numerical values in bottom figure indicate bias ˙ standard deviation
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techniques studied: radiosonde, ERA5 reanalysis from the
ECMWF, BRST GNSS permanent station and PANO GNSS
station. All over the period of study of nearly 50 days
from April to May 2018, these IWV show a very good
agreement with each other. The bottom chart on Fig. 3
shows the differences between the IWV estimated with
the best PANO processing parameters and the radiosonde
of Brest-Guipavas (blue), the ERA5 reanalysis (green) and
the BRST GNSS station (red). The mean bias is inferior
to 1 kgm�2 in all cases, but it is negative for ERA5 and
radiosonde comparisons. The STD of differences with ERA5
and radiosonde are about 1 kgm�2. The difference between
PANO and ERA5 is varying from 2.4 kgm�2 to �3.1 kgm�2.
The difference between PANO and the radiosonde is varying
from 1.7 kgm�2 to �3.6 kgm�2. These results are consistent
with those presented in recent works (Bosser et al. 2021;
Wang et al. 2019) and highlights the potential of retrieving
IWV estimates from shipborne GNSS antennas.

4 Conclusion

GPS measurements from a shipborne GNSS receiver have
been used in order to highlight an adequate parameterization
of PPP processing for the improvement of shipborne IWV
retrieval. The measurements take place in the harbour of
Brest, during 50 days in the second quarter of 2018.

The three processing parameters we focused on here are
the cut-off angle for the satellite elevation, the random walk
on the ZWD, and the use of different weighting function
on the observation phase of the signal. These parameters
are commonly modulated to mitigate multipath effects on
the signal or correlation between height and ZTD estimates
during the analysis.

A best parameterization to process the IWV appears
to be 3ı cut-off angle with 3 mmh�1=2 of random
walk on the ZWD and square-root of a sine elevation
weighting function on the observation phase, in our
study. This parameterization provides an IWV difference
between the shipborne GNSS antenna and the reference
station GNSS antenna of 0.09 kgm�2˙0.53 kgm�2. The
comparison of this IWV result with ERA5 and radiosonde
provides a difference of �0.19 kgm�2˙0.93 kgm�2 and
�0.69 kgm�2˙1.04 kgm�2 respectively. These differences
are good according to the literature. GNSS dynamical height
computed in the better parameterization case has also been
compared to the Brest tide gauge, providing here a difference
of 3.4 cm˙3.6 cm. Some parameterizations should be
avoided because they systematically give worst results than
other parameterizations. Then, the parameters 10ı of cut-off
angle, 10 mmh�1=2 of random walk on the ZWD, or sine
function of the elevation applied on the phase observation
has to be left out of the PPP processing.

In the future, simulations will be conducted for further
insight into the role of the parameterization. It will mostly
permit to assess whether the use of a sine function for the
elevation weighting is systematically degrading the IWV
estimation. Results need also to be confirmed with datasets
acquired in a broader range of sea states and on a longer
period.
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